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About This Game

SPEED IS A STATE OF MIND

In a future where the AI we created have become our gods, a new breed of rebel has emerged - The OutRunners. Weaving
through seas of automated vehicles, operating off the grid, these rebels risk their lives on hoverbikes built for insane speeds.

Welcome to the future. Welcome to Neon Seoul. Where speed is a state of mind.

FEATURES

Lean into VR – Innovative hoverbike controls that react to your body’s movement

Feel the Speed – Ultra Fast-Paced VR arcade action with gameplay speeds exceeding 1000 km/h

Endless Challenge -The challenge is always fresh and exciting with no two-track experiences ever being the same.

Synthwave Dreams – Adrenalin pumping synthwave music from Artists such as Isidor, Raphael Gesqua, and Noise
Symphony.

Cyberpunk Saga – Built from the ground up as the first release of a larger Cyberpunk universe, spanning different types
of VR experiences and storylines.
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Title: Neon Seoul: Outrun
Genre: Action, Racing, Early Access
Developer:
Playsnak
Publisher:
Playsnak
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 - 64 bit

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 / AMD equivalent or greater

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: VR Headset required

English,French,German,Dutch,Swedish,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Challenging and serious fun! Glad i bought it
looking forward to the full version :). Perfect VR game for anyone! Simply controls even without any actual controllers and very
replayable and addictive to get to the high scores!. This game is fun and exciting! Uniquely VR-centric also, although simple..
The furute.... is now!. This game is pure speed! It's so cool!
Also, it doesn't actually generate any motion sickness.
Only uses the HMD, but you have to actively move your body.
Very cool and different mechanic.
Looking forward to the future updates coming.
Thumbs up!. Really fun!
Simple but one of the best VR experience in my opinion.. This is fun. Recommend!. While a fun idea its really annoying trying
to play this game with current gen headsets the low resolution makes it pretty darn annoying to see distant cars before its too late
to dodge with the slow turns.
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Wow.
This game is fantastic. Blistering speed, responsive controls, smooooooth performance. Very VR centric!. This game is
awesome! I was looking really for a great VR Racing game... they usually are not good.
Also because of nausia. This game works! It's super fast and fun!. This game is an orphan.. Fantastic Game, it is in Early Access
but it is still one of the best VR Games that I have so far played, and I have played all well known and larger titles as well. The
game is fairly simple, but for me it hooks me to just take another round, and another round, and so on, it really never gets to a
point where I have to stop if it wasn't for the fact that I get tired of VR itself after a while. I can only recommend this game in
every way, absolutely worth it!. One hell of a game. I put a box fan in front of me and experienced future synthwave moto
racing bliss. With a few more tracks and a mode where you have opponents keeping pace with you and this game could vault to
top 5 of all time. Would love to be able to add a local sound track while keeping in game sounds. The existing sound track is
good though. What a rush. So much potential I sure hope the word spreads and this game blows up big time. If you liked Tron or
Blade Runner, you're going to flip out over the incredible environment they created. Playing Redout I got nauseous pretty quick
but I was able to play Neon Seoul continuously without feeling queazy at all. Very impressed.. This is a great VR game!
Really am having fun with it.
It's very simple, but it just works.
The speed!!! It's soo fast! I love it!
Best game ever!
Looking forward to the updates coming.
Would love to see some bike variations.
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